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a very well made movie. a little too long in my opinion. but it never bored me. i liked all the characters. even liked the villain. but i hate the girl he was hooking up with. i mean she seemed like a sweet girl. but was so irritating. wuz confusing when you'd
come in the first time, and she'd be done, the next time you enter, she'd be dancing and chatting with her lover. but then you'd try to enter for the third time, and she's back with her beloved. at least he wasnt afraid of her. so much for 'saadhu saadhu'!
i'd have liked to see more violence and fights. but just a single fight seemed like it went on too long. and afterall, the idea is to entertain. you can't have be all depressed for too long. and if you do, you lose. so overall, a good movie. i'm surprised nobody

has made a movie where a man falls in love with a mallu girl (and chooses to marry her). but i am not here to give this movie away. its important to note that in a genre which is traditionally dominated by the upper middle class, the characters on
screen (mostly comprising celebrities) are all thrifty, middle class and slightly dweeby. we dont have a five-time best actor in his prime (which would have offered a little better comparison), but we have ajith, who is a master at being funny only about

the things he likes most. its this dichotomy that plays masterfully into his cool-everyman-product-promoting persona. and thats the other side of the film: it gives us a hero who isnt turning any heads but who is confident and yet still slightly
uncomfortable in his own skin. its why aaromale has so much more poignancy than the director-star team of last year. its why it is an honest, open film. its critical acclaim and commercial success is not based on a formula or some desperate ploy to sell

tickets but is squarely based on the film itself. its not a formula but a philosophy, and thats a very refreshing feeling.
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vinnie's next challenge is to create a film that every audience will appreciate. there are so many
things that go into a successful movie. there are topics, there are morals, there are such immutable
rules that cinema cannot deviate from. a movie that is a success must do one thing. it must deliver

on all three counts. its got to be a feel-good movie, it must have humour, it must be thought-
provoking, and its got to have a message that will make the audience feel good about themselves.

vinnie will fail if he tries to deliver on the first two counts. he will succeed only if sunny leone
manages to demonstrate the meaning of respect in her own fashion. all else is a matter of words.

only two people know what vinnie is going to do. vinnie and sunny. all others are in the dark. genres!
set production design! cinematography! props and costumes! editing! music & song writing! acting!
directing!.. not to mention that his quirky take on urban life is endearing. it makes you want to be

part of his secret club of people who have a life that is not too ordinary, the ones who cheer for
mundane shit like places & people. directed by an oscar winning filmmaker? the results are as

remarkable as the magic he manages to make out of a free for all city block, a middle class suburb, a
hostel and a school in. this isnt the first time gvm has gone against the grain, hes done this with his
earlier films as well. the closest he has gotten to something ordinary is kochadaiiyaan wherein he
plays a one-man-show that has a mercifully simple plot and a cast that learns to accept that fact.
but, in a film that stars our actor-friend vijay sethupathi and has some of the best music hes ever
laid to a soundtrack, it is the most outrageous example of his brilliance, daring and nonchalant

disregard for the rules. 5ec8ef588b
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